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A BSTRACT. Doubly periodic weaves and polycatenanes embedded in a thickened Euclidean
plane are interesting classes of three-dimensional complex entangled networks. The topological properties of such structures can be encoded in a periodic cell of a diagrammatic representation, which can be seen as a specific type of link diagram embedded on a torus called
motif. The components of such motifs are essential closed curves in the case of weaves, and
null-homotopic for polycatenanes. In this paper, we introduce a systematic way to construct
such motifs using the concept of polygonal link transformations. This approach generalizes
to the two-dimensional plane existing methods to construct polyhedral links in the threedimensional space. Then, we will state our main result which allows one to predict the type
of motif that can be built from a given periodic tiling and a chosen polygonal link method.

1. I NTRODUCTION
Doubly periodic weaves and polycatenanes are complex three-dimensional entangled networks made of non-intersecting and non-self-crossing curves, which are infinite intertwined
threads or rings, respectively. They are fascinating topological objects whose mathematical
properties are also very useful for applications in materials science [9, 10, 11, 17, 21, 25, 27,
28]. In our previous work [13], we introduced a novel topological definition of particular
classes of weaves, called untwisted and twisted weaves, as the lift to the Euclidean thickened
plane of a quadrivalent planar graph made of infinite open curves, with a crossing information at each vertex. In chemistry, polycatenanes are described as multiple linked rings
[21, 29]. The Hopf link, which is the simplest pair of linked rings, is a classical catenane.
Polycatenanes are characterized by the presence of more than two linked rings. In [29], a
catenane is more generally defined as a disjoint union of knots. Here, we adopt the specific
definition of a polycatenane as a disjoint union of trivial knots. As in knot theory, we are interested in the study of the two-dimensional diagrammatic representation of these entangled
objects [6, 7]. Recall that a link diagram is the natural projection to the Euclidean plane of
a three-dimensional link in general position [24]. In the case of a doubly periodic structure,
it is more interesting to study a periodic cell of an infinite diagram which encodes all the
properties of the corresponding three-dimensional entangled object, as done by Grishanov,
H. Morton et al. in [14,23], as well as A. Kawauchi in [19]. We call such periodic cell, which
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can be seen as a particular type of link diagram on a torus, a motif. All the closed curve components are essential in the case of a weaving motif and null-homotopic for a polycatenane
motif. A motif containing both essential and trivial components is called a mixed motif.
The first main purpose of this article is to construct weaving and polycatenane motifs. Our
strategy is to formalize and generalize to the case of periodic planar tilings [15], the methods
to construct polyhedral links defined by W.Y. Qiu et al. in [16, 22, 26]. Their methods consist
in transforming a polyhedron into a link by replacing each edge with a single or double line
covering, possibly with twists, and each vertex with a set of branched curves or crossed
curves. We call these three methods applied in two-dimension polygonal link methods. The
transformation of a periodic tiling into a weaving diagram by assigning an over or under
information to each vertex has also been considered in [2, 3]. Note that we will not discuss
the properties of crossings in this paper, and will construct alternating motifs by convention
(see Section 2 for details). We can summarize in the following definition the transformation
of the vertices and edges of a given periodic cell of a doubly periodic tiling of the Euclidean
plane T , that we call a T -cell.
Definition 1.1. A T -cell is said to be transformed by the polygonal link method (Λ, L),
L ∈ {s, m} with m being a positive integer, and Λ ∈ {Cr , Br }, if all its vertices and all its
edges are transformed by the same method with,

 (Cr , s) : crossed curves and single line covering,
(Cr , m) : crossed curves and m-twisted double line covering,
(Λ, L) =

(Br , m) : branched curves and m-twisted double line covering.
This generalization of the strategy of Qiu et al. to general planar graphs describes a systematic way to construct diagrams of entangled structures. Using a graph-theoretic approach
to study the properties of knots and links has shown to be useful in many cases, such as in
[4, 5, 8, 18, 20]. In our case of doubly periodic structures, given a T -cell, we are interested in
predicting whether a chosen method (Λ, L) will build a weaving motif, a polycatenane motif
or a mixed motif. Indeed, we noticed that each curve component generated by (Λ, L) will
cover a closed path in the original skeleton of the tiling periodic cell, called a characteristic
loop and denoted by δ(Λ,L) , as described in Section 3.2. Therefore, the second objective of
this paper is to characterize such characteristic loops in the given T -cell, using algebraic and
combinatorial arguments, in order to predict the type of structure that will be construct. We
will detail our following main result in Section 3.3, which can have interesting applications
in other disciplines considering a computational approach.

Theorem 1.2. Let UT be a T -cell. Then, a pair UT , (Λ, L) will generate,
• a polycatenane motif if and only if all the characteristic loops δ(Λ,L) in UT are trivial
polygonal chains.
• a mixed motif if and only if the set of all the characteristic loops δ(Λ,L) in UT contains
at least a trivial polygonal chain and a nontrivial one.
• a weaving motif if and only if all the characteristic loops δ(Λ,L) in UT are nontrivial
polygonal chains, and such that at least two of them are non-parallel.
In Section 2, we will recall and extend the main definitions of weaves, polycatenanes
and their diagrams. In Section 3, we will state a formal definition of the polygonal link
construction methods, and then prove our main theorem.
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2. P RELIMINARIES ON WEAVES AND POLYCATENANES

2.1. Weaves.
We start this section by recalling the main definitions about weaving, stated in our previous
work [13]. First, consider a set of geodesics embedded in the Euclidean plane E2 belonging
to N ≥ 2 disjoint color groups. These curves are such that two geodesics are in the same color
group if they do not intersect each other, namely if they are parallel, or belong to different
color groups if they intersect once (Fig. 1 (A)). Then, each intersection is given an over or
under information (Fig. 1 (B)), called crossing as in knot theory, which is encoded into a set
of crossing sequences. A crossing sequence is a sequence of integers with minimal length
describing the number of consecutive over or undercrossings of a given colored geodesic
with the curves of a different color group. Since the purpose of this paper is not related to the
study of the crossings, we will consider from the next section that all the crossing sequences
are equal to (+1, −1) by convention, meaning alternating. We refer to [13] for a more
specific definition of crossing sequences. An untwisted weave (Fig. 1 (C)) is then defined as
the lift to the Euclidean thickened plane X3 = E2 ×I, where I = [−1, 1], of a pair consisting of
a quadrivalent graph made of these colored geodesics, together with a crossing information
to each vertex, using the inverse natural projection map π −1 : E2 → X3 , (x, y, 0) 7→ (x, y, z).

(A)

(B)

(C)

F IGURE 1. (A) Sets of geodesics belonging to different color groups in
the Euclidean plane. (B) Crossing information to each intersection in the
Euclidean plane. (C) Untwisted weave in the thickened Euclidean plane view
from the top.
Definition 2.1. Let Γ = (Γ1 , · · · , ΓN ) be a set of geodesics belonging to N ≥ 2 color groups
in E2 with a crossing information at each vertex according to a set of crossing sequences
Σ = (Σi, j )i< j with i, j ∈ (1, ..., N). Then, we call untwisted weave the lift to X3 by π −1 of
the pair (Γ, Σ), which is an embedding of non-intersecting infinite curves in X3 . Each lifted
geodesic is called a thread and two threads are said to be in the same set of thread Ti if they
are the lift of geodesics belonging to the same color group Γi .
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Next, consider that before lifting a same given pair (Γ, Σ) (Fig. 2 (A)) to the threedimensional space, we allow a local surgery, called twists (Fig. 2 (B)), which consists in
introducing new crossings between two closest neighboring geodesics of a same color group
(Fig. 2 (C)). This twisting operation can be defined as a ±k-move [1], as details in our previous work [13]. We can therefore define a twisted weave as the lift a pair (Γ, Σ) containing
at least a twist.

(A)

(B)

(C)

F IGURE 2. (A) Untwisted weaving diagram in the Euclidean plane. (B)
Introduction of twists in the untwisted weaving diagram. (C) Twisted weave
in the thickened Euclidean plane view from the top.
Definition 2.2. A twisted weave is the lift to X3 of a pair (Γ, Σ) satisfying Def. 2.1, admitting
at least a twist and such that if two threads twist, they cannot twist with any other threads
and their total linking number must be even.
Note that in the case of a doubly periodic weave, definitions of untwisted and twisted
weaves are naturally reduced to a thickened parallelogram that is copied by translation in
two non-parallel directions. In particular, the twisting surgery appears in a such periodic
cell, which obviously implied that a doubly periodic twisted weave contains infinitely many
twists. Moreover in this particular case, it is well-known that by identification of opposite
sides of the quadrilateral, we obtain a particular type of link embedded in a thickened torus
[14].
2.2. Polycatenanes.
In the introduction, we have seen that polycatenanes are described as multiple rings joined
by crossings by the chemistry community [21, 29]. In the language of knot theory, since
a ring can be intuitively seen as an unknot, we can formally defined a polycatenane as a
link whose components are all trivial knots. More specifically, in our context of entangled
structures embedded in a thickened plane, we suggest a similar topological definition as
weaves with closed curve components instead. Let Ω = {R1 , R2 , · · · } be a set of infinitely
many simple closed curves, intersecting each other but not themselves, that covers all E2 . In
this case, note that the notion of color group is not considered since the rings do not need to be
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organized in different sets. Assign to each pair of such loops Ri and R j a crossing sequence
Ci, j , where i and j are distinct positive integers. The definition of a crossing sequence is
similar as for weaves, meaning a sequence of integers with minimal length describing the
number of consecutive over or undercrossings of a given ring Ri with a distinct ring R j .
Definition 2.3. Let i, j, k, l be strictly positive integers, and let Ri and R j be two disjoint
oriented simple closed curves of Ω = {R1 , R2 , · · · } in E2 , intersecting exactly k times. Then
by walking on Ri , the crossing sequence Ci, j of Ri with R j is defined either by,
(1) a sequence (+1, 0) (resp. (0, −1)) if all the k intersections are assigned an over (resp.
under) information for Ri .
(2) a sequence (· · · , +pl , −pl+1 , +pl+2 , · · · ) of minimal length, where pl are strictly positive integers whose sum equal k, such that there exists a crossing c between Ri and
R j whose closest neighboring crossing in the opposite direction is an undercrossing, and from which Ri will have pl consecutive overcrossings with R j , followed by
pl+1 consecutive undercrossings, followed by pl+2 consecutive overercrossings and
so forth.
Moreover, we denote by Σ = (Ci, j )i< j , with i, j distinct, the set of crossing sequences associated to the pair (Ri , R j ).
Remark. The crossing sequence C j,i is naturally deduced from Ci, j for any pair (Ri , R j ), and
conversely. Recall that from the next section of this paper, we will restrict ourselves to the
case of Ci, j = (+1, −1) for all i and j distinct.
As done for weaves, we can now define a polycatenane as the lift to the thickened Euclidean plane of these linked planar rings, with respect to a set of crossing sequences. In
other words, we reverse the usual operation of projecting of a three-dimensional link to a
two-dimensional link diagram to define our polycatenanes.

(A)

(B)

(C)

F IGURE 3. (A) Sets of intersecting simple closed curves in the Euclidean
plane. (B) Crossing information to each intersection in the Euclidean plane.
(C) Polycatenane in the thickened Euclidean plane view from the top.
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Definition 2.4. Let Ω = {R1 , R2 , · · · } be a set of infinitely many simple closed curves covering E2 , with a crossing information at each vertex according to a set of crossing sequences
Σ = (Ci, j )i< j , where i and j are distinct positive integers. Then, we call polycatenane the lift
to X3 by π −1 of the pair (Ω, Σ), which is an embedding of non-intersecting simple closed
curves in X3 , called rings.
2.3. Diagrammatic representation.
A weave or a polycatenane W in a general position in X3 can be projected onto the Euclidean plane by the map π, as in knot theory [24]. By general position, we mean that the
projection of two components, threads or rings, by π in E2 are distinct. This projection leads
to a planar quadrivalent connected graph, meaning that all the vertices have a degree four.
Moreover, if it is doubly periodic, then any periodic cell can be seen as a link diagram on a
torus, as seen in [14].
Definition 2.5. The projection of an entangled structure onto X2 by the map π : X3 → E2 ,
(x, y, z) 7→ (x, y, 0) is called a regular projection, and once an over or under information is
given at each vertex, we say that this structure is an infinite diagram. Moreover, if such a
diagram is doubly periodic, then any periodic cell is called a motif.
By definition of a motif as a periodic cell of a doubly periodic diagram, the following
proposition is immediate.
Proposition 2.6. (Link diagram of a doubly periodic entangled structure)
• a weaving motif is a link diagram whose components are essential closed curves
which lift to simple open curves in its universal cover.
• a polycatenane motif is a link diagram whose components are null-homotopic curves
which lift to simple closed curves in its universal cover.
Moreover, we call mixed motif a link diagram containing both types of components.
We conclude this section by recalling the notion of equivalence adopted for doubly periodic entangled structures, which has been defined by S. Grishanov et al. by generalizing the
classical Reidemeister Theorem to torus diagrams [14], namely entangled motifs in our case.
Theorem 2.7. (Reidemeister Theorem for doubly periodic entangled structures [14]) Two
doubly periodic entangled structures in X3 are ambient isotopic if and only if their torus
diagrams, or motifs, can be obtained from each other by a sequence of Reidemeister moves
Ω1 , Ω2 , and Ω3 , isotopies on the surface of the torus, and torus twists.

Ω1

Ω2

Ω1

F IGURE 4. Reidemeister moves
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Ω3

3. W EAVING AND POLYCATENANE MOTIFS CONSTRUCTED BY POLYGONAL LINKS
In this section, we first give a formal mathematical description of the polygonal link methods, which were originally introduced by W.Y. Qiu et al. in [16, 22, 26] to transform polyhedra into links. Then, using algebraic and combinatorial arguments, we will define a strategy
to predict the type of entangled structure a given polygonal link method applied to a chosen periodic tiling of the plane can create, namely a weaving motif, a polycatenane motif
or a mixed motif. Recall that on a torus, the components of a weaving motif are essential
closed curves, a polycatenane motif contains only null-homotopic closed curves, and the set
of components of a mixed motif contains at least one of each.
3.1. Polygonal link methods.
From the definitions stated in the previous section, we have seen that an entangled diagram
can be constructed by giving an over or under information to each vertex of a particular type
of quadrivalent graph. As mentioned above, in this paper, we will not discuss the properties
of crossings and will consider that all the crossing sequences of an entangled structure are
equal to (+1, −1), which is called an alternating structure, by convention. In [16, 22, 26],
new methods to transform a polyhedron into a polyhedral link are introduced, which consist
in transforming each edge and each vertex by one of the methods illustrated in Fig. 5. We
extend these transformations to planar graphs, and called them the polygonal link methods.
crossed curves and
single line covering

crossed curves and
m-twisted double line covering

vertex

vertex

edge

edge

for a vertex of degree 4

branched curves and
m-twisted double line covering

vertex

(m twists)

for a vertex of any degree ≥ 3

edge

(m twists)

for a vertex of any degree ≥ 3

F IGURE 5. Polygonal link methods: transformation of a vertex and its adjacent edges.
More specifically, our strategy is to obtain a systematic way to construct weaving and
polycatenane motifs, by transforming simultaneously all the vertices and edges of an arbitrary periodic cell of a given doubly periodic topological polygonal tessellation of E2 , using
the same polygonal link method. By a polygonal tessellation, we mean a covering of the
plane by polygons, called tiles, such that the interior points of the tiles are pairwise disjoint. We call elements of a polygonal tessellation its tiles, as well as its vertices and edges,
where tiles intersect. We restrict to tilings which are also edge-to-edge, meaning that the
vertices are corners of all the incident polygons. However, we do not consider metric such as
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lengths and angles, but only the degree of the vertices and the number of sides of its adjacent
polygons, meaning that tilings by squares or parallelograms are considered as topologically
equivalent here, as described in [15]. We will call a doubly periodic tessellation T satisfying
all these conditions a 2-tiling for simpler notation, and a periodic cell is called a T -cell. We
start by introducing a formal definition of the methods illustrated in Fig. 5, considering a
right-handed orientation of the plane from now on, and starting with edge transformations.
Definition 3.1. Let ev,v0 be the edge of a given T -cell connecting the vertices v and v0 . Then
ev,v0 is said to be transformed by,
• a single line covering, if it is replaced by a unique strand sv,v0 ;
• a m-twisted double line covering, if it is replaced by a pair of strands sv,v0 and s0v,v0
crossing m times in an alternating fashion, with m a positive integer.
Remark. In the case of a m-twisted double line covering, we will decompose the strands
into three connected segments,
sv,v0 = svµ ,v0 ∪ Sv,v0 ∪ sv,v0µ ,
0
0
s0v,v0 = s0vµ ,v0 ∪ Sv,v
0 ∪ sv,v0 ,
µ

with µ ∈ {l, r}, where l stand for left and r for right. To assign the value µ, we consider
that at a neighboring disk D of a vertex v, we give an orientation to ev,v0 toward the vertex v,
which implies that at a neighboring disk D0 of v0 , the orientation of ev,v0 is opposite, since it
is now toward the vertex v0 . Such an edge segment separates these neighborhoods into a left
and right region, with respect to its orientation. Therefore, once an edge is transformed by a
m-twisted double line covering, in the interior of those disks, one of the strand is said to be
0 ) the curves that
on the left and the other on the right (Fig. 6.). We denote by Sv,v0 (resp. Sv,v
0
connect the strand on the right (resp. left) in D with one of the strand in D0 . We will use the
following convention.
• If m = 0 or m is even,
sv,v0 = svr ,v0 ∪ Sv,v0 ∪ sv,v0l ,
0
s0v,v0 = svl ,v0 ∪ Sv,v
0 ∪ sv,v0 .
r

• If m is odd,
sv,v0 = svr ,v0 ∪ Sv,v0 ∪ sv,v0r ,
0
s0v,v0 = svl ,v0 ∪ Sv,v
0 ∪ sv,v0 .
l

Next, each vertex v of degree n ≥ 3 belonging to the given T -cell will be transformed into
an entangled area in three ways. At the neighborhood Dv of v, we label its adjacent edge segments starting from an arbitrary edge (ev )0 . Then, its first counterclockwise adjacent edge is
(ev )1 , the second adjacent edge is (ev )2 , and so forth such that (ev )0 = (ev )n . Conversely, by
reading clockwise, its first adjacent edge is (ev )−1 , the second adjacent edge is (ev )−2 , and
so forth such that (ev )0 = (ev )−n (See Fig.7).
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v'
ev,v’

v

Dv’

v

double line
covering of

Dv

v'
Dv’

Dv

ev,v’

sv,v’l

svr ,v’

Dv

…
…

ev,v’

m-twisted

v'

v

Dv’

sv,v’r

svl ,v’

F IGURE 6. Strand labelling for a m-twisted double line covering.

(ev)2

Dv

(ev)1

v

(ev)0

(ev)k

(ev)n = (ev)-1

F IGURE 7. Edge labelling at a neighborhood of a vertex v of degree n.
For a single line covering transformation at the edges, the only option for the adjacent
vertex is a crossed curves transformation, and is only allowed if the degree of the vertex is
four. In that case, each pair of opposite strands are glued into a single strand, and we will
use the convention that at the construction time, the strand being the union of (sv )1 and (sv )3
will be over the second stand, where a strand (sv )i replaced the edge segment (ev )i in Dv , for
i = 0, 1, 2, 3. Such a crossing information can be reverse. However, for a m-twisted double
line covering transformation at the edges, there are two options. One possibility is to connect
each right strand (svr ,v0 )i in Dv to its closest neighboring left strand (svl ,v00 )i+1 , constructed
from the edge adjacent to the vertices v and v00 6= v0 , by a branched curves transformation.
Otherwise, a crossed curves transformation is also possible in this case by connected each
right strand (svr ,v0 )i to the second counterclockwise adjacent left strand (svl ,v00 )i+2 . For these
two transformations, we will use the convention that at the resulting crossings, the left strand
is always over, and the right strand under, with the possibility to reverse the crossing information afterwards.
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Definition 3.2. Each vertex v of degree nv ≥ 3 of a T -cell is said to be transformed by,
• crossed curves, if nv = 4 and if each strand (sv,v0 )i is glued to the strand (sv,v00 )i+2 to
become a single strand, where each edge adjacent to v has been replaced by a single
line covering, and v, v0 , v00 are distinct adjacent vertices;
• crossed curves, meaning that each strand (svr ,v0 )i connects with the strand (svl ,v00 )i+1
to become a single strand, where each edge adjacent to v has been replaced by a
m-twisted double line covering, m ≥ 0, and v, v0 , v00 are distinct adjacent vertices;
• branched curves, meaning that each strand (svr ,v0 )i connects with the strand (svl ,v00 )i+2
to become a single strand, where each edge adjacent to v has been replaced by a mtwisted double line covering, m ≥ 0, and v, v0 , v00 are distinct adjacent vertices.
We can summarize the transformation of the vertex and edges of our given T -cell by one
of the three different methods, and use the following new symbols, see Fig.8 for an example.
Definition 3.3. A T -cell is said to be transformed by the polygonal link method (Λ, L),
L ∈ {s, m}, m being a positive integer, and Λ ∈ {Cr , Br }, if all its vertices and all its edges
are transformed by the same method with,

 (Cr , s) : crossed curves and single line covering,
(Cr , m) : crossed curves and m-twisted double line covering,
(Λ, L) =

(Br , m) : branched curves and m-twisted double line covering.
crossed curves and
single-line covering

4-crossed curves and
1-twisted double-line covering

4(4c,1)1

(c,1)

Weave

Weave

4-crossed curves and
double-line covering

4(4b,1)1

Weave

4-crossed curves and
2-twisted double-line covering

4(4c,0)0

Weave

4-branched curves and
1-twisted double-line covering

4-branched curves and
2-twisted double-line covering

4(4c,2)2

Weave

4(4b,2)2

Polycatenanes

F IGURE 8. Examples of weaves and polycatenanes constructed from the
square tiling.
Remark. In this paper, we discussed the transformation of doubly periodic tilings of the
Euclidean plane. However, we can also apply the same polygonal link methods to hyperbolic periodic tilings to construct hyperbolic motifs and diagrams, as it is discussed in [28].
Moreover, such transformations can also be applied to non-periodic planar tilings or graphs.
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3.2. Characteristic loops of polygonal link methods.
The second main purpose of this paper is to predict whether a (Λ, L) method applied to a
chosen T -cell will generate a weaving motif, a polycatenane motif or a mixed motif. We
indeed observed cases where closed curve components were created in the universal cover,
which do not match with our definition of weaves [13] and motivated this study, see Fig. 8,
bottom right picture for an example a polycatenane. This however gives the opportunity to
characterize different types of entangled doubly periodic objects. The strategy is to predict
the type of polygonal chains [12] on the T -cell that will be covered by the curve components
created from the chosen (Λ, L) method. Such a polygonal chain is homotopic to a closed
curve on a torus by definition, and is therefore either null-homotopic or essential by periodic
conditions [12]. We call such a closed curve a characteristic loop of (Λ, L) and characterize
it combinatorially.
Definition 3.4. Let UT be an arbitrary T -cell and (Λ, L) a chosen polygonal link method. A
characteristic loop of (Λ, L) is an oriented curve isotopic to a polygonal chain in UT defined
by an ordered and reduced sequence of edges arbitrary oriented,
∆(Λ,L) = (δ0± , δ1± , · · · , δk± ),
where δk+ and δk− denote the same edge with opposite orientation, and δ1 and δk being edges
of UT sharing a common vertex, with k a positive integer.
We define such a closed polygonal chain for the three distinct (Λ, L) methods independently, see Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 for two examples on a triangular tiling.

e1
e2

e3

F IGURE 9. Triangular tiling. On the left: A simple closed polygonal chain
that would be covered by applying (Λ, L) = (Cr , 2m). On the top: A (part of
a) simple open polygonal chain that would be covered by applying (Λ, L) =
(Br , 2m + 1). On the right: A periodic cell with the vertex and edges labelled.
3.2.1. Crossed curves and single line covering: (Λ, L) = (Cr , s).
Let UT be an arbitrary T -cell satisfying the above conditions. Select an arbitrary vertex
v of UT from which we will start and end a characteristic polygonal chain ∆(Cr ,s) . Then,
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𝛥(Cr, 2m) = (e1+,e3+,e2+,e1-,e3-,e2-)

𝛥(Br, 2m+1) = (e3+,e2-)

F IGURE 10. Periodic cell of a triangular tiling. On the left: Characteristic
loop corresponding to Fig. 9 (left). On the right: Characteristic loop corresponding to Fig. 9 (top).
by Def. 3.2 and using the above notations, the arbitrary strand covering an edge adjacent
to v and v0 is glued to the strand covering its second counterclockwise adjacent edge in v0 ,
also adjacent to another vertex v00 . This last is itself glued to the strand covering its second
counterclockwise adjacent edge in v00 , and so forth. In other words, each element of ∆(Cr ,s)
is therefore the second clockwise adjacent edge to the previous one at their common vertex,
So by Def. 3.4 and with the notation of Fig. 7, for all i ∈ (1, ..., k, k + 1 = 0),
δi = (δi−1 )2 ,
where each δi is an edge that would be covered by a single line covering when applying the
polygonal link method (Cr , s) to UT .
3.2.2. Crossed curves and m-twisted double line covering: (Λ, L) = (Cr , m).
With the same notations, the strategy for this method is similar to the previous one, the
main difference concerning the m-twisted double line covering. Indeed, the transformation
of UT by the (Cr , m) method can possibly create close components, depending on the parity
of the positive integer m representing the number of twists between the two strands replacing
each edge of UT . Again, by Def. 3.2 and using the notations above, as well as the remark
below Def. 3.1, we can state that,
• if m is even, each curve constructed after transforming all the edges and vertices
by (Cr , m) is an alternating union of a right strand, followed by a left strand, and so
forth which cover edges that are consecutive second counterclockwise adjacent edge,
at each vertex they cross.
This means that for all i ∈ (1, ..., k, k + 1 = 0), we have from Def. 3.4,
δi = (δi−1 )2 ,
• if m is odd, each curve constructed after transforming all the edges and vertices by
(Cr , m) is an alternating union of two consecutive right strands, followed by two
consecutive left strands, and so forth. In this case, the consecutive edges forming
the polygonal chain alternate between second counterclockwise adjacent edge and
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second clockwise adjacent edge from the previous one. This means that there exists
a positive integer i such that in Def. 3.4, for all i ∈ (1, ..., k, k + 1 = 0),
δ 2i = (δ 2i−1 )2 and δ 2i+1 = (δ 2i )−2 .
3.2.3. Branched curves and m-twisted double line covering: (Λ, L) = (Br , m).
In this case, the strategy is the same than the previous method (Cr , m). The only modification is that we consider the first clockwise or counterclockwise adjacent edge, instead of
the second one. The polygonal loop can therefore be written in the same fashion,
• if m is even, then in Def. 3.4 we have for all i ∈ (1, ..., k, k + 1 = 0),
δi = (δi−1 )1 ,
• if m is odd, then there exists a positive integer i such that in Def. 3.4, for all i ∈
(1, ..., k, k + 1 = 0),
δ 2i = (δ 2i−1 )1 and δ 2i+1 = (δ 2i )−1 .
3.3. Weaving motifs, polycatenanes motifs or mixed motifs.

By definition of a weave, a pair UT , (Λ, L) , consisting of a T -cell UT of a planar edgeto-edge doubly periodic tiling T and a polygonal open link method (Λ, L), will generate a
weaving motif if and only if it none of its characteristic loops ∆(Λ,L) is null-homotopic in the
torus graph, and such that at least two distinct sets of threads, or axes of direction, can be
identified in the set of these polygonal loops. Similarly, we can characterize a polycatenanes
motif and a mixed motif by the type of their components.

Proposition 3.5. A pair UT , (Λ, L) will generate
• a polycatenanes motif if and only if all the characteristic loops δ(Λ,L) in UT are
null-homotopic.
• a mixed motif if and only if the set of all the characteristic loops δ(Λ,L) in UT contains
at least a null-homotopic closed component and an essential closed curve.
• a weaving motif if and only if all the characteristic loops δ(Λ,L) in UT are homotopic
to essential closed curves, and such that at least two of them are non-parallel, up to
isotopy.
Proof. The proof of this proposition is immediate. By isotopy, any weaving, polycatenanes
or mixed motif can have its components covering the edges of UT , and can therefore be
decomposed into a set of essential, null-homotopic closed curves or both types, respectively.
The particularity of a weaving motif is that those components can be organized in at least two
disjoint sets of threads by definition. Conversely, if one characteristic loop is null-homotopic,
then the curve component created by the method (Λ, L) that covers it on the torus will lift as a
closed component in the universal covering E2 and the result cannot be a weaving motif. It is
therefore either a polycatenanes motif if all the characteristic loops are null-homotopic, or a
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mixed motif otherwise. Finally, if all the component are essential closed curves on the torus,
then there are isotopic to geodesic curves, each of them characterized by a set of straight
line segment on a flat torus. Therefore, it suffices to verify the existance of at least two such
segments with different slopes, which implies the existence of at least two distinct axes of
direction, and confirm the case of a weaving motif.
2
To identify if a characteristic loop is null-homotopic or essential on a torus, we will use
the polygonal description of characteristic loops given on the previous subsection. We will
prove our main theorem using algebraic arguments.

Theorem 3.6. Let UT be a T -cell. Then, a pair UT , (Λ, L) will generate,
• a polycatenane motif if and only if all the characteristic loops δ(Λ,L) in UT are trivial
polygonal chains.
• a mixed motif if and only if the set of all the characteristic loops δ(Λ,L) in UT contains
at least a trivial polygonal chain and a nontrivial one.
• a weaving motif if and only if all the characteristic loops δ(Λ,L) in UT are nontrivial
polygonal chains, and such that at least two of them are non-parallel.
Proof. Let UT be an arbitrary T -cell embedded on a flat torus. First, label all the edges
and vertices of UT , and give each edge an arbitrary orientation. For a chosen method (Λ, L),
define a first characteristic loop as described in Def.3.4, denoted by ∆(Λ,L) , such that the
polygonal loop encodes the orientation of the edges with a sign + or −, if the orientation of
the loop follows the given orientation of the edge or not, respectively,
∆(Λ,L) = (δ0± , δ1± , · · · , δk± ).
A characteristic loop, being a closed curve on a torus, can be characterized by a reduced
cyclic word using the fundamental group of the torus π1 ((T )2 ), [12]. Let α and β be the
two generators of π1 ((T )2 ), representing respectively a meridian and a longitude of the
torus along which we cut to obtain a flat torus. The identity element is therefore given
by the word αβ α −1 β −1 , by commutativity of π1 ((T )2 ), which also characterizes a nullhomotopic curve. Therefore, given such a presentation of the torus, it becomes possible to
associate to each characteristic loop a word w(∆(Λ,L) ), and deduce that it represents an essential closed curve, if and only its reduced word represents a nontrivial element of π1 ((T )2 ).
Let αβ α −1 β −1 be the oriented flat torus, with opposite sides characterized by the same
symbol and oriented in opposite direction, in which the given labelled T -cell is embedded.
Let i and j being two positive integers used to label the edges. Then, if an edge δi± of ∆(Λ,L)
intersects a boundary of the flat torus denoted by α, and such that the orientation of the edge
matches with (resp. is opposite to) the orientation given to β , then δi± will be assigned the
value β (resp. beta−1 ) in the word w(∆(Λ,L) ). The same holds conversely, by exchanging
the roles of α and β . However, an edge δ j± of ∆(Λ,L) that does not intersect any boundary
of the flat torus will not contribute to w(∆(Λ,L) ). More generally, if between two oriented
edges of ∆(Λ,L) that intersect a boundary of the flat torus, there exists a finite subsequence of
edges that do not intersect any such boundary and such that the vertices of this subsequence
are also all distinct, then its word is the identity I. In other words, if there is a simple arc
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in ∆(Λ,L) that does not intersect the boundary of UT , then this arc is contractible and therefore does not contribute to the word of the characteristic loop. The last case to consider is
when none of the edges of the characteristic loop ∆(Λ,L) intersect a boundary of the flat torus,
which characterizes immediately a null-homotopic component. Notice that a word containing as many elements α as elements α −1 , as well as as many elements β as elements β −1
is trivial. This implies that in a characteristic loop, if for all indices i, the number of edges
δi+ is equal to the number of edges δi− , then this loop is null-homotopic. We say in this case
that the polygonal chain is trivial, or nontrivial otherwise. Therefore, the polygonal chain
of a characteristic loop, described by an ordered sequence of vertices and oriented edges as
described above, characterizes the type of the closed component of the motif that will cover
it. By defining the polygonal chain of all the characteristic loops of the T -cell, itis therefore
possible to predict the type of motif that can be generated by a pair UT , (Λ, L) . Note that
in the case of a set of essential components, the additional argument that there must exist at
least two characteristic loops with distinct words is necessary to conclude about a weaving
motif, two such loops are said to be are non-parallel. Finally, recall that even if the words of
the characteristic loops depend on the choice of the generators of π1 ((T )2 ) and on the orientation and label of the elements UT , the fact that these words are trivial or not is obviously
independent of such choice, by definition of the mapping class group of the torus [12], and
therefore do not affect our result, which ends the proof of the theorem.
2
We can end this section with an example of application of our theorem.
Example. Let UT be a periodic cell of an hexagonal lattice and label and orient its edges as
illustrated in Fig. 11. Note that this labelling is arbitrary.

𝜷

𝜶

e1
v1

𝜷

e2

e3
v2

𝜶
F IGURE 11. Periodic cell of an hexagonal tiling.
• If we want to predict the type of motif that would be created by applying (Λ, L) =
(Cr , 2) to UT , then we must list the characteristic loop that would be covered for each
strand after transformation, using the polygonal chain description given in Section
3.2.2. In this case, all the characteristic loop are equivalent, up to cyclic permutation
and reversing of all orientations, to the following polygonal chain,
− − − + +
∆(Cr ,2) = (e+
1 , e3 , e2 , e1 , e3 , e2 )

Here the symbols ± relate to the orientation of the edges given in Fig.1, with a sign
+ for the natural direction and − for the reversed one. For simpler notations, we can
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also borrow from homotopy theory the notation of loop composition,
− − − + +
∆(Cr ,2) = e+
1 .e3 .e2 .e1 .e3 .e2

We can read that this loop is null-homotopic by Th. 3.6. Therefore, the crossed
curves and 2-twisted double line covering method applied to an hexagonal tiling will
always generate a polycatenane. The same conclusion actually holds for any even
number of twists.
• for (Λ, L) = (Br , 3), we can describe all the characteristic loops by the polygonal
chains, up to cyclic permutation and reversing all orientations,
−
∆1(Br ,3) = e+
1 .e3 ,
+
∆2(Br ,3) = e+
1 .e2 ,
+
∆3(Br ,3) = e+
3 .e2 ,

We can read that these loops are essential by Th. 3.6. Their words are also all distinct.
Therefore, the branched curves and 3-twisted double line covering method applied
to an hexagonal tiling will always generate a twisted weave. The same conclusion
actually holds for any odd number of twists.
Finally, we can end this section with some properties that can be proved immediately.
• For any T -cell, (Λ, L) = (Br , 2m) always generates a polycatenane, with the particular case of a trivial structure (no crossings) if m = 0. This result generalizes to
non-periodic tilings. Indeed, each tile is isotopic to a characteristic loop itself.
• Similarly, for any T -cell such that all the vertices have degree 3, (Λ, L) = (Cr , 2m)
always generates a polycatenane by definition. This result generalizes to non-periodic
tilings. Indeed, once again, each tile is isotopic to a characteristic loop itself.
• A characteristic loop isotopic to a polygonal chain containing edges of same slope
is essential by definition. Therefore, for any T -cell such that all the vertices have
degree 4, (Λ, L) = (Cr , 2m) always generates a polycatenane by definition. This result generalizes to non-periodic tilings. Indeed, once again, each tile is isotopic to a
characteristic loop itself.
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